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Kali Yuga – When Did it End and What Lies Ahead? 

Did you know that Kali yuga has already ended, and a new era of enhanced perception is about to begin? Sadhguru 

explains how Krishna foresaw a great period of spiritual growth and enhanced human intelligence 5000 years before 

its advent.  

 
  

Article  

Jun 8, 2020 

  

  

Sadhguru explains the science behind the cycle of four yugas, and calculates the timeline since the beginning of the 

Kali Yuga after the Kurukshetra War.  

Cycles in the Sky and in the Human Body 

Sadhguru: In the yogic astronomy, we divide the orbit of the Earth around the Sun into 27 segments, called 

nakshatras. Each nakshatra is further divided into four equal sectors called padas or steps. Multiply 4 by 27 and it 

equals 108. These 108 units mark the 108 steps that the Earth takes through space. Each nakshatra corresponds to 

one half of the lunar orbit around the Earth. The cycles within the human body respond and correspond to that. 
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The Nakshatras and Padas 

In a woman’s body, there are very obvious cycles of 27.55 days if she is perfectly healthy. In a man’s body, the 

cycles are less obvious and pronounced – they happen in a different way and are of a larger span of time. In any 

case, these cycles are happening all the time in the solar system and the larger universe. The microcosm and the 

macrocosm both are playing the same game. But who should play whose game? If you think the macrocosm is going 

to play your game, you will waste your life. If you play the macrocosm’s game, your life will be beyond your 

expectations. 

The Cycle of Four Yugas 

The precession (caused by gradual rotation of the Earth’s axis) of the equinoxes is the period of time that it takes the 

Earth’s axis to pass through one complete cycle of the zodiac. It takes the planet 72 years to pass through one degree 

of the zodiac and 25,920 years to complete one full circle of 360 degrees. One half of the journey takes 12,960 years 

and covers the four yugas. Satya Yuga lasts 5184 years. Treta Yuga lasts 3888 years. Dwapara Yuga lasts 2592 

years. Kali Yuga lasts 1296 years. These four yugas taken together come to a total of 12,960 years 

When did Kali Yuga start? 

The story of Mahabharat needs to be seen in a certain context. In 3140 BCE, the Kurukshetra War ended, and in 

3102 BCE, Krishna left his body. Three to four months after the war, the Kali Yuga began. As of 2012 AD, 

Krishna’s era ended 5,114 years ago. If you subtract 2592, which is the cumulative number of years of the two Kali 

Yugas that are at the bottom of the ellipse which describes the axial precession, you arrive at 2522 years. That 

means we have already completed 2522 years of Dwapara Yuga, and since its total duration is 2592 years, we still 

have 70 years until its completion. In the year 2082, we will complete Dwapara Yuga and move on to Treta Yuga. 

The world will go through another upheaval, not necessarily in terms of war but probably in terms of population 

explosion and natural calamities, before moving on to this new era of wellbeing and upward movement of human 

consciousness. 

Yugas and Human Consciousness 

http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/sadhguru/masters-words/human-beings-the-peak-of-physical-evolution/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/sadhguru/spot/riding-the-cycles/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qHjtp4cdCA
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The solar system with the Sun and the planets around it is moving in the galaxy. It takes 25,920 years for our solar 

system to complete one cycle around a larger star. From the effects upon the planet, we believe this big star or big 

system that our system is going around is not located in the center of the orbit but somewhere to the side. Whenever 

our solar system comes closer to this big system, all the creatures living in our system rise to greater possibilities. 

Whenever our system moves away from it, the creatures living in our system come to the lowest level of possibility 

– we say this is Kali Yuga. 

When our solar system is closer to the ―Super Sun,‖ Satya Yuga will begin. The human mind will be at its highest 

capability. People’s ability to know life, people’s ability to communicate, people’s ability to live joyfully will be at 

its highest. Or in other words, we will have sensible people. All it takes to live well on this planet is a bunch of 

sensible people. 

In Satya Yuga, human ability to communicate will be at its best because the ether will be very close. Right now, the 

etheric sphere of the planet is raised to a certain point. There was a time when it was much higher – now it has come 

a little closer. When the ether is very close and I want to convey something to you, I do not have to say it. Even 

when my eyes are closed, you will know what I want to say. When the ether rises a little bit but is still at a certain 

distance, if I close my eyes, you will not know, but if I open my eyes and look at you, you will know what I want to 

convey. 

The Ether and Spiritual Possibilities 

If the ether rises some more, you can know by breath. If you go into the forest, you will see, because your vision is 

blocked to some extent, after some time, the most significant way of knowing things is by smell. Most animals that 

live there know things only by smell. Because of such concentrated life energy, the ether is high. Because the ether 

is high, they do not have to see. If you talk, they will get confused. When the ether is very low, you have to talk all 

the time – otherwise, people will not get it. Even if you talk, they will not get it. You have to knock and talk 

continuously to make them get it. The etheric content in the atmosphere determines how sensitive you are in terms 

of your ability to communicate. 
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Krishna also said that after over 5000 years, there will come a many thousand year period of time that will be 

fabulous. 

At the same time, no matter which time, which yuga, which planetary position we are in right now, still, individual 

human beings can rise above all this. Still, individual human beings can live in a golden time within themselves. 

Even in the worst of times, the possibility to be well above it is always there for an individual human being. 

There are many things one can do to enhance the ether or create etheric content. This is why Krishna said, in Kali 

Yuga, which is down there, far away from the Super Sun, the ether will be so low that there is no point in trying to 

teach them yoga, meditation, mantras, or yantras – they will not get it. Just teach them devotion. If they are devout, 

they will generate their own ether. And because of this etheric content in the atmosphere, they will perceive. 

Devotion is not for the dumb – but even if you are the dumbest, you can still get it. 

Thousands of years ago, they said that as the solar system moves closer to the Super Sun, human intelligence will 

blossom. As the solar system moves closer, the realization that the whole body and the whole universe are electric 

structures will come naturally. Right now, we are moving towards Treta Yuga, which is the second best time that 

can happen in a cycle of yugas. 

Krishna also said that after over 5000 years, there will come a many thousand year period of time that will be 

fabulous. We will not make it there, but we can set the foundations for it and have the joy of creating an atmosphere 

for a stretch of thousands of years of golden time upon the planet. This is not all predictions and conjecture – this is 

based on a deep-rooted understanding about what happens with the human mind in relation to the planet on which 

we live. We do not only live on this planet – we are the planet. If you do not understand this today, you will 

understand this when you are buried. The planet understands that you are a part of it – only you think something else 

of yourself. 

Mahabharat – The Story of Every Human Being 

The story begins because you have false ideas about yourself. Mahabharat represents the grand misconception of 

human beings about life; their sufferings, their rises and falls. It goes on and on, simply because human beings are 

struggling to come in tune with life. Whatever someone who is in tune with it tries to say, everyone else will 

misunderstand. Light cannot be put in words, but if you open your eyes, you can see the light. Similarly, if this life 

that you are opens up, it can feel life, it can become life. 

Life cannot be told. Telling is only to inspire, to de-mesmerize you from your own self-mesmerism. Every human 

being has hypnotized himself or herself into their own limitations and they believe this is it. If you undo that 

hypnotism, they will feel fearful because existence is limitless. Therefore, if they are spinning one way, you have to 

spin them the opposite way for some time for them to feel they are going somewhere. 

The whole Mahabharat is just this effort. No matter what they are doing, everyone thinks they are doing it for the 

good. Whether it is ―my good,‖ ―your good,‖ someone else’s good, or everyone else’s good – whatever kind of 

good, everyone thinks they are doing it for the good. But everyone is neither good nor bad, neither right nor wrong – 

the story just goes on. 

The story is not about a particular person – Mahabharat comes under the classification of Itihasa. In India, there are 

three categories of great texts: Itihasa, Purana, Veda. Vedas are full of abstract ideas, scientific theories, and 

explanations for celestial happenings. Puranas are stories of beings who are not human. Itihasa is the story of the 

human being, not in terms of history, though there is a historic element to it. The facts are rooted in history, but this 

is the story of every human being – it is about the meaning of your life. Only if it is your story, it can be a process of 

growth for you. 

Read in Telugu: కలియుగం ఎప్పుడు ముగిస ంది..?? 

http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/yoga-meditation/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/yoga-meditation/science-of-temples/what-is-a-mantra/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/yoga-meditation/science-of-yoga/yantras-benefit/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/yoga-meditation/demystifying-yoga/what-is-devotion/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/sadhguru/masters-words/simple-steps-and-truth-of-life/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/yoga-meditation/history-of-yoga/mahabharata-stories-krishna-stories-short/
https://isha.sadhguru.org/in/en/wisdom/article/neither-good-bad-just-silent
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/inside-isha/happenings/mahabharat-live-blog/
http://isha.sadhguru.org/blog/te/2016/11/09/kaliyugam-aipoinda/
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Read in Gujurati: મહાભારત કથા- કળિયગુ થી સતયગુ તરફ..?? 

Read in Nepali: युगहरूको विशषेता— कलियुग कहहिे अन्त्य भयो अनि अब के आउॉ दैछ ?  

Editor’s Note: ―Mystic’s Musings‖ includes more of Sadhguru’s insights on man and cosmos. Read the free sample 

[pdf] or purchase the ebook. 
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5 years 4 months ago 

u are totally defying Sadhguru when u are believing him. he don't want you to believe him or admire him he wants 

us all to know it. because beliefs are based on assumptions whereas when you know about it is a fact. Sadhguru says 

that don't believe until you know it. same was also preached by buddha when he said-" App deepo bhava" i mean 

waiting for the good times to come is a folly why not start now and reach for it. we can't make it to the brim but yes 

we can surely make the level rise. what i mean is if we don't strive - we won't get it. the effect of the planetary 

movements have been told and proved in Indian literature many thousands of years ago - in this context the question 

is how does the transformation from the different levels take place. The movement of the equinox is the perfect 

https://isha.sadhguru.org/in/gu/wisdom%E0%AA%AE/article/kaliyug-satyug
https://isha.sadhguru.org/in/ne/wisdom/article/kaliyug-antya-aba-k-aauchha
http://i.isha.ws/public/ebooks/mystics-musings-preview.pdf
https://www.ishashoppe.com/downloads/portfolio/mystics-musings-2/
javascript:;
javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
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definition for the kaal chakra but how does the level of consciousness vary in it all. the logic of a greater star in 

between sounds sane if only our solar system could be moving faster than the light. but that is not possible i guess. i 

hope you all get my question? 

 
4 years 3 months ago 

I think there is a calculation error... 2592 must be subtracted from 3140 b.c. and not 3102 b.c. (3140 is war ended, 

not 3102, from which kali yuga started)... by that logic, we will complete dwapara yuga in 2044, and not 2082 
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5 years 1 month ago 

So far... 

...what has that prepared you for? 

Your final showdown will come; 

get ready to level up! 
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3 years 1 month ago 

I just couldn't leave your web site prior to suggesting that I extremely enjoyed the 

usual info a person provide for your visitors? Is going to be again continuously to 

check up on new posts 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Thank you. That's a very good point. It seems that no matter how far you go with dividing by 2, the sum is always 9. 

As 45 / 2 = 22.5 (2+2+5 = 9). 22.5 / 2 = 11.25 (1+1+2+5 = 9) and so on. But now there's a comment below with 

number 369 – it seems to work by the same principle. And now I discovered that any number of which the sum of 

it's digits is equal to 9, regardless of the number – you try any: 126, 54, 135, 2223, 111111111 etc if you continously 

divide it by 2, the sum of its digits is always 9. But I think this must be well known in mathematics as a certain rule, 

I don't know if it has a name but I think I've seen it before somewhere – not in school though. So it doesn't seem to 

have something to do with the angles in a circle (if I don't miss something) but with the 9 itself, sacred geometry and 

basically is about how intelligent is this creation in which we exist right now. And I don't know anything about it! :-) 

so I think I should just shut up and know my self. What else is there to know...? The ancient yogis knew all these 

things by looking within. No Ph.D's, no books, no internet connection :-). Wonderful, shouldn't we look for the best 

technology? 
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4 years 8 months ago 

Actual history and the history accepted by the ' oligists ' are different worlds. 
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5 years 3 months ago 

Hello Joshua, 

So you are into conclusion that Milky way is static and solar system is revolving it..?? if you clearly see if you take 

earth as reference you can very well say SUN is revolving around earth relative to the position of earth on Milky 

way, so you can go about all the planets and their stars. Until otherwise Milky way is seated somewhere not moving 

not expanding not rotating, how would you consider size ,position, movement of it. If that is not possible how would 

you say Solar system has a path and route to go around the milky way, milky way is also changing and expanding. 

Our experience is saying a movement only with that something as static for reference, it is a soup of planet, stars, 

and movement. Drawing a exact route map is impossible. 

Am interested to know only about the larger sun- which the whole solar system is revolving around, any idea of the 

big star 

..?? 
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4 years 3 months ago 

My another observation. Kaliyuga is supposed to the worst of all 4, but the planet was relatively peaceful in this so 

called kaliyuga per the article (from 3140 bc through 548 bc) than the so-called dwapara yuga (from 548 bc through 

2044/till date). Only in this dwapara yuga period, we had chrislamist appear on planet... did various holocast and lots 

of people slaughtered just like that.. enslaved.. particularly between 500 ad through 1900 ad) 
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5 years 5 months ago 

My Kali Yuga ended being in the lap of grace, om shambho 
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5 years 1 month ago 

We call ether space-time now, and we are very much aware of it, but still very much confused scientifically about 

it's nature. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Oh .. i am still confused.. is our solar system moving at the speed of light? well... the diameter of the milky way is 

about "100000 light years... so the perimeter would be some-"314000 light years." distance of our solar system from 

the galactic center is about "25000 light years" so does it take "25920 human years" to complete the whole perimeter 

that is "157000 light years"? seriously.. is it possible beyond speed of light? any maths wiz around here please help 

me. its been bouncing in my head since i watched this video.. I'll go mad lol. 
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4 years 8 months ago 

2 points... why can't the scientist have yet found that so called " greater star"?  

secondly it has been proven that the sun is itself on the circular trajectory in the Milky way. and it takes about 250 

million years for the sun to complete its orbit... There is just some thing that doesn't blends in with the truth here.. 
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5 years 3 months ago 

Well sir.. the only thing stable in this universe or whtsoever that exist is the change  taht is bound to happen... and 

nothing else is stable...  not even the so called paths ..movement or orbit in clear sense. As everything continues in 

cosmos the smaller bodies get dragged or say attracted towarda the greater bodies..  and yes everything here there or 

anywhere is revolving around some or the other thing. 

What i am trying to say since begining of my question is that how doe the shif in consciousness happen .. all of 

sudden?  

Everyone is a creater?  I am perplexed on the later theory that our solar system revolves around a mega sun and 

when it comes near it the etheric density shoots up bringing the awesome change... and vice versa... according to my 

opinion and research it will take abt millions of light years for our solar system to revolve around that mega sun... 

last time satyuga  was recorded abt 27000 years back... so cow come the solar system travels its path so quikly when 

its path distance is abt 100 millions lightyears...  u get wht m trying to say?   For  sadguru mentioned that a cycle of 

time is about to complete...   the yuga calculatiins according to the change in equinoxes is fine with me and 

understood.. but where  and how does this shift in conciousness comes from? 
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4 years 2 months ago 

My dear friend, your claim is very much limited to this set of Mahayuga, which comprises of 4 yugas. In every 

Mahayuga, the life forms evolve slowly and gain the human form at the end. So what you said that the human form 

came into existence about 28 Lac years actually supports Vijay's points. How? I will explain you. We are too 

fascinated by Darwin and his evolution theory but in my view hes one of the biggest copycats. Lord Vishnu's 

Dashavtaram have followed the theory of evolution much before. We all know that the Supreme Vishnu has 

innumerable Avatars but these 10 are the prominent ones. Now the first 3 avatars which came in Satya Yuga were 

for your information not the human form. So why do you assume that during Vishnu's first 3 avatars humans 

existed? The Matsya, the Kurma and the Varaha are the non human forms. Its only at the end of the Satya Yuga that 

LOrd incarnated as Narsimha, half human and hAlf lion. Thereon His incarnations steadily developed into more 

complex human forms. So going by the calculations if we are into Kaliyuga with 5000 years done already then 

adding up 5000 with 8,64,000 years of Dwapara Yuga with 12,96,000 years of Treta Yuga comes to 21,65,000 years 

which rounding off comes to 2.2 million years. Add 6 lac more years and that's where LOrd Narsimha must have 

come and your claims of human form starting to develop about 2.8 million years ago are true. So why is the yuga 

calculation of what Vijay stated so unbelievable to you? Equally I can say that we are in the 10th cycle of Mahayuga 

(Manu). One Mahayuga is of 43,20,000 years if you add up the years of all yugas. And if its the 10th Mahayuga then 

thats precisEly the age of the Earth by its fossil remains. (4.3 Billion). Hence I say its better to believe in scriptures 

than believing Sadhguru. I see more vice today and surprisingly according to him we are in Dwapar Yuga? These 

are Sanskrit translations of what even Aryabhatta had spoken about that he was some 3600 years from the start of 

Kali Yuga. So dont believe everything whatever Sadhguru says, even though I respect a self realized soul lIke him. 

Kali Yuga is still on and lots of years to go by it... 
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5 years 5 months ago 

I find it very interesting how everything has something to do with number 9. 

108 -&gt; 1+0+8 = 9 

Orbit of the Earth around the Sun divided into 27 segments. 

2+7=9 

It takes the planet 72 years to pass through one degree of the zodiac 

7+2=9 

and 25,920 years to complete one full circle of 360 degrees. 

2+5+9+2+0 = 18 –&gt; 1+8 = 9 

360 degrees 3+6 = 9 

One half of the journey takes 12,960 years. 

1+2+9+6+0 = 18 –&gt; 1+8 = 9 

Satya Yuga: 5184 years 

5+1+8+4 = 18 –&gt; 1+8 = 9 

Treta Yuga: 3888 years 

3+8+8+8 = 27 –&gt; 2+7 = 9 

Dwapara Yuga; 2592 years. 

2+5+9+2 = 18 –&gt; 1+8 = 9 

Kali Yuga: 1296 years 

1+2+9+6 = 18 –&gt; 1+8 = 9 

It seems Treta Yuga is different from the rest because the sum is 27 not 18 but ultimately all are 9. 

:-) is there anyone who can explain all this? maybe a mathematician? 

Pranam 
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5 years 1 month ago 

Is it possible for us to experiance satya yuga if we make there in our next birth ??? 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Oh .. i am still 

confused.. is our solar system moving at the speed of light? well... 

the diameter of the milky way is about "100000 light years... so 

the perimeter would be some-"314000 light years." 

distance of our solar system from the galactic center is about 

"25000 light years" so does it take "25920 human years" 

to complete the whole perimeter that is "157000 light 

years"? seriously? any maths wiz around here help its 

bouncing in my head since i watched this video.. I'll go mad lol. 

The galactic year, also known as a cosmic year, is the duration of 

time required for the Solar System to orbit once around the center of the Milky Way Galaxy.[1] Estimates of the 

length of one orbit range 

from 225 to 250 million terrestrial(HUMAN) years.[2]The Solar 

System is traveling at an average speed of 828,000 km/h (230 km/s) or 

514,000 mph (143 mi/s) within its trajectory around the galactic 

center,[3] which is about one 1300th of the speed of 

light—a speed at which an object could circumnavigate the Earth's equator in 2 

minutes and 54 seconds. 

The galactic year provides a conveniently usable unit for depicting cosmic and 

geological time periods together. By contrast, a "billion-year" scale 

does not allow for useful discrimination between geologic events, and a 

"million-year" scale requires some rather large numbers.[4] 
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4 years 8 months ago 

i don't believe any one..i am a seeker and i find the truth.. 
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5 years 3 months ago 

Not sure, Alpha centari is the nearest star, probably if we analyse the path of that SUN and our sun of SOLAR 

system in reference to each other(not with Milky Way, larger body), assuming the Alpha centari to be static, may be 

SOLAR SUN is rotating the other sun. But yes that is lot of 'IFs' and 'BUTs' . About Ether- Guru is ON, you are ON 

but the ETHER Medium is not ON. If you are a better disciple you give 100%+ to listen to him it works for you, 

where others cant listen to him. when there is no ETHER other than those sincere ones other miss the point. 

Otherwise when ETHER is high, Guru is ON you are ON, people who are not so sincere are also ON, because of the 

medium. 
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4 years 2 months ago 

Dear Jas Ji. I respect Sadhguru ji but I totally deny with his calculations. If its said that Kaliyuga began in 3102 BC 

and post 2592 years it now transformed to an ascending Dwapar Yuga then its totally wrong. Because in these 2592 

years, there were the incarnations of Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu who many say is the Supreme Himself and also the 

incarnation of Gautam Buddha. Do you think there existed more vice about 1000 years back which marked the end 

of Kali Yuga, than today? So how come are we in Dwapara Yuga today? Bhagavatam mentions a catastrophe at the 

end of Kali Yuga with the incarnation of Sri Kalki ji. Where did you find all of this happening in last millenium? So 

I still believe we are very much into Kali Yuga and we have close to about 4,27,000 years still to go. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

I am very surprised - Its true but its taken from the book the Holy Science by Sri Yukteshcar Giri in 1894. And 

people don't credit it even !!!!! 
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5 years ago 

blindly? I am neither supporting Sadhguru's claim nor yours in my comment. So not sure why you felt I am 

supporting someone blindly. If you intend not to reply, why did you reply? :) Lot of inconsistencies.... 
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5 years 5 months ago 

I agree with Joshua. There is something wrong with the blog post. There is a mix up between the time taken for the 

precession of the axis on the one hand and the time taken for the rotation of our solar system around the center of 

our milky way galaxy. The first one, as agreed on by scientists also, takes 25,920 years. However the second one 

takes 225 to 250 million years and that is 225,000,000 years to 250,000,000 years. There is a big difference between 

the time scale of the former and the latter. 
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4 years 8 months ago 

I'm not sure... Space is big? LOL! I'm lost just thinking about it. I'm sure there is light that hasn't even hit us yet. If 

we only go by what we see then we're always trying to conclude from an incomplete picture. I'm sure we'll all pass 

from our bodies before reaching the final conclusion. I don't know if I want to stick around that long, LOL! 
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5 years 3 months ago 

I am sorry but i am diciple of none but the follower of the truth.. i am not concerned abt ether or anything but all i 

just as is answer to my questio .. as sadguru says.. when you totally knw it then can you belive... i accept the theory.. 

its just i dont understand the transformation... i am dying of such ignorance with not knowing anything even abt 

myself .. idk who can help me on this... i pray some one can..and will. 
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4 years 2 months ago 

Respect to Sadhguru Ji and Yukteshwar Giri ji whose calculations have inspired these new calculations. However 

none of this is actually true. The evolution of Kali Yuga is still yet to come and I believe going by the scriptures 

427000 years are still pending for Kali Yuga to end. In every Mahayuga, the life forms evolve slowly and gain the 

human form at the end. So what someone on this blog commented that the human form came into existence about 28 

Lac years actually supports this points. How? I will explain you. We are too fascinated by Darwin and his evolution 

theory but in my view hes one of the biggest copycats. Lord Vishnu's Dashavtaram have followed the theory of 

evolution much before. We all know that the Supreme Vishnu has innumerable Avatars but these 10 are the 

prominent ones. Now the first 3 avatars which came in Satya Yuga were for your information not the human form. 

So why do we assume that during Vishnu's first 3 avatars humans existed? The Matsya, the Kurma and the Varaha 

are the non human forms. Its only at the end of the Satya Yuga that LOrd incarnated as Narsimha, half human and 

hAlf lion. Thereon His incarnations steadily developed into more complex human forms. So going by the 

calculations if we are into Kaliyuga with 5000 years done already then adding up 5000 with 8,64,000 years of 

Dwapara Yuga with 12,96,000 years of Treta Yuga comes to 21,65,000 years which rounding off comes to 2.2 

million years. Add 6 lac more years and that's where LOrd Narsimha must have come and the claims of human form 

starting to develop about 2.8 million years ago start seeming to be true. Equally I can say that we are in the 10th 

cycle of Mahayuga (Manu). One Mahayuga is of 43,20,000 years if you add up the years of all yugas. And if its the 

10th Mahayuga then thats precisEly the age of the Earth by its fossil remains. (4.3 Billion). I see more vice today 

and surprisingly according to him we are in Dwapar Yuga? These are Sanskrit translations of what even Aryabhatta 

had spoken about that he was some 3600 years from the start of Kali Yuga. So lets not believe everything whatever 

Sadhguru says, even though I respect a self realized soul lIke him. Kali Yuga is still on and lots of years to go by it... 
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5 years 5 months ago 

fascinating, to me 9 represents the end, as well as infinite energy, and in our base 10 binary counting system, the last 

"real number" before resetting at 1 + 0/ 10. 
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5 years ago 

It's fully contradicts the theory of shri Yukteshwar giriji, the calculations are wrong. It does not Matches with 

Yukteswar giri Calculations stated in holy science book from 1884.For better understanding do refer the holy 

science, because it distorts the theory of kriya yogi mahaavtar babaji who is the highest order of the yogis. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Very useful information. Great hard work for society development through spiritual education. 
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4 years 7 months ago 

9 is the number of birth. it is the number of completion. it is also how all things brought into existence. so it's only 

right it is so mathematically. 
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5 years 3 months ago 

Well friend your question is a good one! You asked how the transformation happen.To answer that u need to be told 

from the bottom line How Does Your Mood Change ? Why do You Fell Down And Inactive In Some Days But On 

The Other Well Healthy And Active ?Why Do You Feel emotions At Awkward Situations ?Well The Answer To 

that Is The Immence Amount Of Energy That Sweeps Into You You Have A Magnetic Field Which Changes 

Accordingly When U Face Situations So That You Can Adapt And Over Come It Its All The Energy That Influence 

Everything Now For Your Question Here Yes The Solar System Used To Revolve Around A Star In The Middle Of 

Our Galaxy But That Was In The Past Now Modern Science Has Found As This Super Big Star Has Collapsed And 

Has Became A Massive Black Hole This Calender System Was Made Thousands Of Years Ago So Might Have 

Then The star Would Have Been There At That Time But Now You Can Read About It AS This Is Called The 

Galactic Plane Were The Black Hole Exist And Its Proved By Science Now The Next Part Is Travel As u Have 

Told.The Sun Moves at Around 300Km/s that is 1.08 million km/hrs and in a day its 26 million km now do the math 

26000 years it will go around 245980800million km And Remember The Circumference Of the Sun A Aprrox 4.4 

Million km So I Guess That Part Is Solved Now The Next Is The Revolution The Sun Makes Around The Galactic 

Plain Is Not A Circular One But Rather An Ovel Shaped Revolution it Goes Really Near To The Star And Go 

Really Away Got It Sooo It Only Takes That Many Years For A Full Revolution Now For Ur Doubt As I Said 

Energy Influence You A Lot.Have U Ever Visited A Temple If U Have Then You Can Feel The Energy That Flows 

Into You And Stay There For a Period Sooo As Energy Influence You When You Get Closer To The Star These Is 

A Massive Amount Of Energy Sweeping Out And It Hits Out Planets And It Affect Us A Person Who Can See 

Auras Could Understand Better AS He Could See Your Change In Vibrations When Your Mood And Emotions 

Shift So And When You Are Place In front Of That Much Energy It Affects Ur Entire Structure And Ur Mind 

Making Space For Higher Capacity U May Know We Use Only 10% Of Our Brain Capacity at Max And With This 

Hike In Energy Flow Ppl Would Be Able To Achive This 10% or close to it Or Even Above thats called Spiritual 

Awakening Thus This Exposure To this Energy Waves Alter Ur Brain And Helps You Reach An Higher 

Conciouness In Broad Terms See How An Yogy Attain An Higher Conciousnee He Opens His Mind By Unlocking 

His Chakra Points That Give Him Immence Amt Of energy That Lets Him Attain An Higher Conciouness Well If U 

Put Your Thoughts Into It U Will Understand 

And Also The Solar System Isnt Going At The Same speed All Through Out When It comes Close To The Giant Its 
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Pull raised The Speed Really Fast 300Km/s Will 2000km/sec I Forget To Add That Above 

I Hope This Helped You In Someways.Thank You 

 
4 years 2 months ago 

Well if some one tells you that don't use your own senses (ear, nose, eye, skin, mind), because I'm using for you and 

will tell you. Consider than you are not spiritually active. Spirituallity is to set you free and not to bound. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

TRUTH is not taken from anywhere. TRUTH simply exists... It simply IS. If you go to Yukteshwar Giriji, he won't 

ask for the credit. It is just your affection for Yukteshwar Giriji that you feel like he has not been given the credit. 
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4 years 11 months ago 

Karathakali signs of the change ending the Kaliyuga (watercolour) 2001 
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5 years 5 months ago 

How do you know its true when you make the above statement? Why should what Yukteshwar giri said be 

considered true if we dont consider what Sadhguru says is true? Basically what is said in this post wont make any 

difference to us, whether it was copied from somewhere or if it was original and whether it is true or false... Its just a 

piece of interesting information, we can choose to enjoy and leave it there... 
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4 years 7 months ago 

108 sacred number = 9 
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5 years 3 months ago 

Dont Take The Primeter The Revolution Is In A Oval Shape It Goes Aways And Comes Near Thts The Process And 

See The MAth The Circumference Of The Sun Is 4.4 Million Km And Its Speed IS 300km/s And ITs Gets 10Times 

Or More Fast When It Closes On The Star 
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4 years 2 months ago 

Simple, radium's radio activity lifespan is x years, that's doesn't make radium non radioactive after x+1 years. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Well this is SO wrong please give authorized reference of what is written in this post. Some person's personal view 

can not be published like this or given the name of Truth. Otherwise read text 8.17 and 8.18 from Bhagavat Gita As 

It Is, which state the calculation as following: 

The duration of the material universe is limited. It is manifested in cycles of kalpas. A kalpa is a day of Brahmā, and 

one day of Brahmāconsists of a thousand cycles of four yugas or ages: Satya, Tretā, Dvāpara, and Kali. The cycle of 

Satya is characterized by virtue, wisdom and religion, there being practically no ignorance and vice, and the yuga 

lasts 1,728,000 years. In the Tretā-yuga vice is introduced, and thisyuga lasts 1,296,000 years. In the Dvāpara-yuga 

there is an even greater decline in virtue and religion, vice increasing, and this yuga lasts 864,000 years. And finally 

in Kali-yuga (the yuga we have now been experiencing over the past 5,000 years) there is an abundance of strife, 

ignorance, irreligion and vice, true virtue being practically nonexistent, and this yuga lasts 432,000 years. In Kali-

yuga vice increases to such a point that at the termination of the yuga the Supreme Lord Himself appears as the 

Kalki avatara, vanquishes the demons, saves His devotees, and commences another Satya-yuga. Then the process is 

set rolling again. These four yugas, rotating a thousand times, comprise one day of Brahmā, the creator god, and the 

same number comprise one night. Brahmā lives one hundred of such "years" and then dies. These "hundred years" 

by earth calculations total to 311 trillion and 40 million earth years. By these calculations the life of Brahmā seems 

fantastic and interminable, but from the viewpoint of eternity it is as brief as a lightning flash. In the causal ocean 

there are innumerable Brahmās rising and disappearing like bubbles in the Atlantic. Brahmā and his creation are all 

part of the material universe, and therefore they are in constant flux. 

In the material universe not even Brahmā is free from the process of birth, old age, disease and death. Brahmā, 

however, is directly engaged in the service of the Supreme Lord in the management of this universe-therefore he at 

once attains liberation. Elevated sannyāsīs are promoted to Brahmā's particular planet, Brahmaloka, which is the 

highest planet in the material universe and which survives all the heavenly planets in the upper strata of the 

planetary system, but in due course Brahmā and all inhabitants of Brahmaloka are subject to death, according to the 

law of material nature. 
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4 years 9 months ago 

There is... In Bhagavata Puranam (Which is one of the ashtadasa (18) puranas written by sage Vyasa), 3rd skanda, it 

is very well described about the Time and its nature. Here, the sage discusses about the expanse of kaala (time). He 

says, every being has life span of 100 years... however, 100 man years on earth = 1 day to Devas. So, the life span of 

Devas is 36500 years. He describes that Satya Yuga comprises of 4000 deva years = 100 * 365 * 4000 man years. 

Treta Yuga comprises of 3000 man years = 100 * 365 * 3000. Similarly, Dwapara Yuga and Kali Yuga consists of 

2000 and 1000 deva years. Vyasa also tells about time spans in the range of maha yugas, manvantaras and kalpas... 

kindly go through the bhagavata purana to know more about this. You will get a clear picture about the different 

lokas involved and the ages of the celestial beings. (In modern times, in the movie interstellar, the same concept is 

taken where-in with distance the age changes and which takes into account the theory of relativity which infact was 

described in Bhagavatm long long long time before... :)) 
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5 years 5 months ago 

I intend not to reply to people who follow someone blindly and are not motivated by themselves in their spiritual 

pursuits !!! I stand by what I have said and its copied ! 
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4 years 7 months ago 

YES, you are correct Shri Yukteswar has the very best calculations and explanations 
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5 years 2 months ago 

You know that word which starts with a "C" and ends with an "a"? 
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4 years 1 month ago 

There is a bit of problem with motion of solar system around the larger star, as mentioned it takes 25,920 years to 

complete one cycle around the big star. 

. 

It is also seen in the picture that Sat Yug being the closest to the star, but one Sat Yug takes 5184 years to complete, 

therefore 2 Sat Yugs take 10,368 years. 

. 

where as Kali Yugas being the farthest takes 1296 x 2 = 2592 years. 

. 

Now the problem is. 

. 

According to Kepler's second Law of planetary motion, when the system is closest to the center, it moves the faster. 

but in this case it is the slowest ????? considering the amount of area sat yuga is sweeping in the given picture. 

. 

can the author or admin of this, please shine some light on the inconsistency and violation of Kepler's second Law. 

. 

if you say kepler's second law won't apply here, because its not planet but a solar system. 

. 

That point would be unacceptable because during Sat Yuga the Solar system is the closest to the star, therefore more 

force is exerted on the system by the Big Star, to prevent from falling into the Big Star, the solar system would have 

to increase its speed to make the centrifugal force equal to the force exerted by the star on the solar system. Its 

simple Newtonian physics. 

. 

Can the author or admin please shed some light on this violation of the Laws of Physics. ?? 

. 

. 

I have two proposals to fix this problem. 

. 

1. we are the closest to the big star rather than being farthest (but this is unlikely to be correct but its an option. ( but 
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i wont go for this option but the below point is what i would go with) 

. 

2. The area of the Sat Yuga shown in the picture will have to be a lot bigger to make it consistent with the laws of 

physics. 

. 

as the current picture is inconsistent to the laws of physics, some correction will have to be done. as mentioned in 

point 2 above. 

Thanks 

Rahul 

 
5 years 5 months ago 

Lord Kubera please acknowledge to us 
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4 years 9 months ago 

Digit 9 is very significant. 

3+3+3 =9 

Brahma Vishnu Mahesh 

again 3 is divided into 3 

1+1+1 

Brahma Vishnu Mahesh 

Shiv Shiv SHiv 

At the end its only 0 and 1 .... 

Om Shiv Om 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Its quiet well know fact that all multiples of 9 add up to 9. 
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4 years 6 months ago 

Shivam Mishram Ji, 

I have read the holy science. 

Sri Yukyeshvar says that Kali Yuga began in 700 BC.. but Sadhguru says it began in 3102 BC. Also Yukteshvar ji's 

calculations indicate 25000 years for a full cycle from sat yuga back to the same age. But sadhguru's calculations say 

it as 25,920 years. 

Sadhguru is clearly referring to Surya Siddhantha, and not Sri Yuktheshvar... but both their numbers are matching 

more or less 
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5 years 2 months ago 

then from where he got his ideas about yugas? All his wisdom came from Hindu/vedic high philosophies (even 

though he says he does not like to mention it). Average Indian people also have this wisdom but scriptures were 

distorted by invaders. It is well proven. 
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4 years ago 

nah sanskrit mantra OM or 786 is the key to the divine 
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5 years 5 months ago 

3 6 and 9 .... the whole cosmic secrets lies in this three number..... and follow 3 6 9 geometry..... that y tesla told 369 

secret reveals the worlds secret 
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4 years 9 months ago 

Thank you for this Reference Varun. This is also to my understanding through my studies with my guru-ji Kavindra 

Rishi (aka. Jeffrey Armstrong).  

While I love and respect Sadhguru and everything about him including my beloved time at his ashram in 

Coimbatore, I'm afraid the 'names' he is referencing is incorrect. However, he is fully correct in his numbers in this 

sub-yuga cycle.  

Just as in every part of life, there are cycles within cycles within cycles. Sadhguru is referring to a sub-cycle that we 

are in, within a maha-yuga cycle as referred by Vijay and Varun. The names are wrong but the properties of each of 

these are correct. Consider these cycles to be mini-Satya Yuga, mini-Treta Yuga, mini-Dvarapa Yuga and mini-Kali 

Yuga all within a bigger Kali Yuga in which we are in. 

Lets not forget that our beloved India has been invaded and colonized the past 1200 years by different foreigners, 

and a lot of the knowledge has been destroyed, lost and some distorted. It will take time (mini-yuga's hopefully) for 

all our knowledge to be compiled back together and for all the distortions to be worked out.  

We need to go the route of debate and not argue. We need to find all the inconsistencies and then elevate these 

debates to be conducted at the level of the Guru's (the ones who are knowers of the truth) and the Vedic Scholars 

(the ones who are are students of the scriptures), as they are the ones who can do a true cross-reference of each 

others works and understandings. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Buddy. Looks like you havent read Holy science either. Please go through it once again and see he arrived at 

different set of numbers. 
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4 years 5 months ago 

Swami Sri Yukteshwar Giri ji, in his book Holy Science, has presented a cycle of 24,000 years instead of 25,920 as 

suggested here. Those calculations suggest we started Dwapara around 1700 AD. Dwapara is characterised by rapid 

mental and technological advancements, but initially the same tend to get misused. Given how the world has been 

from 1700 AD onwards till now, we being at the beginning of Dwapara seems a more accurate proposition. Had we 

been close to Treta, as suggested in the above article, world situation would have been much better than what we see 

around. Recommend seekers to check out Swami Sri Yukteshwar Giri ji's concept as well! 
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5 years 2 months ago 

from where do you think laws of nature and other sciences came? Don't forget that west did not discover or invent 

anything until 16th century or until they sneaked into then Hindu civilization (present day India). It is also well 

known that greeks from Pythagoras to Plato studied high philosophies, math and other sciences in India. All west 

did since 16th century was to copy hindu/vedic high philosophies which are nothing but laws of nature and tried to 

validate it mathematically which was also copied from India. British mathematicians in 2007 acknowledged that 

Newton got his calculus from Jesuit missionaries who visited Kerala school of astronomy and mathematics in south 

India. Well, Newton also copied laws of gravity and others as well from Hindu/vedic scriptures (translated) 

I mean after being ignorant and stupid or having mental inactivity for 3000 yrs (since the origin of Abrahamic 

religious faiths) you can't suddenly discovery laws of nature (gravity, planetary motion etc etc) and call it intuition. 

All hindu/vedic high philosophies or laws of nature were discovered by Hindu/vedic maharishis in their higher 

levels of consciousness. 
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4 years ago 

One Characteristic of the age of Kali is that people disagree on what age it is! Kali Yuga - the age of chaos, quarrel 

and confusion. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

it'll be to do with sacred geometry and the angles (angels) as you cut 360 (3+6+0=9) in half to get 180 (1+8+0=9) to 

get 90 (9+0=9) to get 45 (4=5 =9) degrees 
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4 years 9 months ago 

Hey Joshua, 

These numbers aren't talking about our Solar System going around the Milky Way. Its talking about a greater Star 

System that we are orbiting. 

Keep this in mind: Every physical entity is vibrating at a particular frequency at a sub-atomic level; Flowers, trees, 

plants, insects, animals, human beings, Planets, Stars, etc. When you surround yourself with a particular frequency, 

you are effected by it. If you remove yourself from particular frequencies, you are effected by it. When you place 

yourself at an appropriate distances to these frequencies, you are having some effect placed onto you. 

With that as base, the bigger planetary bodies are vibrating at a particular frequencies. When we get close to one, we 

are receiving the energetics of its vibrations. If its positive vibration, everything on earth will be effected by it. If its 

a negative vibration, then everything on earth will be effected by it. If we move far away from the positive vibration, 

we will no longer receive it. If we move far away from the negative vibration, we will no longer receive it. 

I hope this sparks your understandings ;-) 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Dear sir, 

to complete the circle around the "larger star" the solar system needs to go 360 degree around it.. and as per the 

position of the "larger star" as said ... the solar system will need to revolve around the galaxy..as it is the path of the 

solar system or every thing present in the galaxy to revolve with in. the precession of the equinoxes theories is quite 

right.. i don't know about its accurate calculation but yes.. it is.. it clrearly explains the "kaal chakra" the question is 

... why and how the different in attributes of the different "yugas" .. also we are not much aware of the "ether" the 

most pwerful element present.. that may answer a lot of questions.. 
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4 years 5 months ago 

I never heard from anyone who is elder to me or from my grand parents about a mysterious and questionable theory 

of ellipse and double yuga theory. All of them said was just a kalachakra, a circle of 360 degrees. I heard most of 

them saying that mankind will degrade day by day and on one day it reaches its saturation point and Kalki comes on 

a white horse and removes evil from earth. Till now I did not think beneath this, like what happens after Kalki..???. 

Can any of the Isha followers write on this. 
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5 years 2 months ago 

Sadguruji is giving us all a wake up call....prepare ourselves ...mind body spirit....the Kali Yuga is over but we still 

cant beleive it seeing the media and political elements showing negativity in our lives. However, the shift that has 

already taken place in our collective consciousness in unseen. India has more spiritual leaders than ever before to 

counter the media negativity...:) : &lt;3 love Indis 
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4 years ago 

That's what Sadguru is doing and then he teaches people to do the same. Hypocrisy at it's finest. 
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5 years 5 months ago 

Thank you for your perspective, it's a nice one. 
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4 years 8 months ago 

9 is a Mirror. Add up all numbers with 9 in the mix (as people have explained in various ways below) and they 

truncate down to whatever other number is present without 9 - thus it "isn't there" - it's just the reflection, the void, 

the Cosmic Mystery.... 

 


